Abstract-An earlier localization ROC (LROC) study that found attenuation correction (AC) degraded the detection of solitary pulmonary nodules (SPN) in hybrid SPECT lung images had several potential shortcomings related to the simulation methods. We sought to address these issues with a revised LROC study. Clinical Tc-99m NeoTect scans acquired with a simultaneous transmission-emission protocol defined the normal cases in a single-slice LROC study. Abnormal cases contained a simulated 1-cm lung lesion. Four rescaled-block-iterative EM (RBI) reconstruction strategies applied: 1) AC, scatter correction (SC), and resolution compensation (RC); 2) AC only; 3) RC only; and 4) no corrections (NC). Images from these strategies underwent 3D Gaussian post-smoothing. Performances were defined by the average area under the LROC curve obtained from three human observers. The strategy ranking in order of decreasing performance was: 1) RBI with RC; 2) RBI with all corrections; 3) RBI with AC; and 4) RBI with no corrections. A multireadermulticase (MRMC) analysis only found significant patient and patient-strategy effects. The conflicting results concerning AC from this study and the previous one may revolve around lesion masking effects, which, by design, were not a factor in the current study.
I. INTRODUCTION
The desirability of including attenuation correction (AC) in emission tomography has been investigated for a number of applications, including PET oncology imaging [1, 2] , SPECT cardiac perfusion imaging [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , and SPECT lung imaging [9] . In [9] , a localization ROC (LROC) study (herein referred to as Study I) was carried out to test the relative benefits of various combinations of AC, scatter correction (SC), and system-resolution correction (RC) on solitary pulmonary nodules (SPN) detection in iterative reconstructions. This study featured hybrid images created by pairing simulated abnormalities with clinically normal Tc-99m-labeled NeoTect [10] patient acquisitions. A primary conclusion from study I was that the inclusion of AC in reconstructions had a significant negative impact on image quality in comparison to reconstructing with RC alone or even with no corrections. This effect was consistent Manuscript received November 17, 2006 . This work was supported by the National Institute for Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB) under grant number R01-EB02798. The contents are solely the responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily represent the official views of the NIBIB.
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X.M. Zheng is with the School of Clinical Sciences, Charles Sturt University, Wagga Wagga, NSW, AUS across all observers and patient cases, and was also evident in a subsequent location-known-exactly ROC study with the same images [11] . In contrast, AC was necessary to maximize the lesion contrast recovery in these images [9] .
However, the simulation methods for Study I had several potential shortcomings. One of these was that the lesion density matched that of the lung background, so that the true softtissue nature of the SPN was not accounted for (lesion selfattenuation). Also, a parametric Poisson bootstrap had been applied to the patient data to generate unique noisy projections. With this bootstrap procedure, each bin value in the patient data set was treated as the mean of a Poisson distribution. Lastly, study I had questionable lesion placements as a result of some poor-quality transmission-map segmentations that were used to guide the placements.
In this proceedings paper, we discuss the results of a revised LROC lung study that sought to address these issues.
II. METHODS

A. The hybrid data
The clinical scans used for this experiment were the same ones used for Study I. The data were acquired on a Philips Prism 2000XP with low-energy, high-resolution collimators. The protocol was 24 minutes for 120 projections (voxel width 0.467 cm) covering 360 degrees, and the emission photopeak counts ranged from 9.5×10 6 to 23.0×10 6 for nine patients. A Gd-153 scanning line source produced simultaneous transmission data, and attenuation maps were reconstructed with the camera manufacturer's software, and included downscatter and uniformity corrections. Figure 1 shows an example transverse emission slice (reconstructed with the RBI iterative algorithm [12] ) from each patient, along with the corresponding transmission-map slice.
Each patient scan contributed 18 normal cases and 18 singlelesion abnormal cases for this study. Spherical soft-tissue lesions (1-cm dia.) were randomly situated within the lung regions as defined by the transmission maps. The locations were changed from Study I. An initial manual segmentation of the lungs in a transmission map was reduced in size through deletion of a three-pixel margin about the exterior boundaries to ensure that all lesions would reside entirely within the lungs. Due to the low resolution of these maps, we stressed conservative segmentations, with the end effect that most of the lesions were well-removed from the boundaries. High-count lesion projections generated with the Simind [13] Monte-Carlo package used attenuation weights created by scaling the transmission maps to the photon energy of Tc-99m. These clinical maps were modified on a case-by-case basis to model the soft-tissue density of the lung lesion. Poisson noise was added to the lesion data, which was then combined with the clinical backgrounds. Relative lesion-to-background concentrations depended on patient, but ranged overall from 11:1 to 50:1 with the aim of yielding mean areas under the LROC curve between 0.7 and 0.8.
B. Image reconstruction
We compared four reconstruction strategies from Study I that were based on RBI. These strategies applied 1) no corrections (denoted NC); 2) AC alone; 3) RC alone; and 4) scatter compensation (SC), AC, and RC (denoted AllC). The iterative SC used a TEW [14] scatter estimate. The attenuation maps were the same as those used to generate the projection data. We note that modeling the effect of camera blur on the lesions in these maps had a negligible impact on the reconstructions.
All reconstructions used five iterations (subset size of four) and a 3D Gaussian postfilter with two-pixel FWHM (the average of two FWHM's tested in Study I). The reconstruction dimensions were 128 3 . After the postfiltering, each abnormal volume yielded a transverse slice containing the lesion center. A corresponding lesion-absent image was obtained by extracting a neighboring slice from the normal volume. The extracted images were then adaptively upper-thresholded, interpolated to dimensions of 256 2 , and then quantized to eight bits per pixel for a greyscale display. The observers were not permitted to change color maps or otherwise alter the image display.
The purpose of the adaptive thresholding was to increase the greyscale resolution within the range of lesion activities. For a given strategy, an upper threshold was based on the lesion pixel values in the reconstructed images, and was not patientspecific. The maximum lesion pixel in the i th image is ψ i . The maximum ψ max and standard deviation σ ψ were determined from the set of ψ i , and the threshold was t = ψ max +σ ψ . Pixels greater than t were truncated to t. This process principally affected the apparent contrast of bone structures such as the spine, ribs, and sternum. 
C. Human-observer studies
Three members of our nuclear-medicine imaging group each read two test sets of 108 images per strategy, consisting of a normal/abnormal image pair for six lesion locations per patient. Each test set was immediately preceded by a training set of 54 images (an image pair for three lesion locations per patient). A given slice from a patient was used no more than once per test set. The presentation of the images within a test set and of the test sets themselves was varied between observers to control for reading-order effects.
The rating data was collected on a discrete six-point scale, while correct localizations were assessed using a radius of correct localization r cl of 8.5 pixels. The data from the two test sets per observer and strategy was pooled for scoring with the Swensson LROC software [15] . The averageĀ L of the observers' areas under the LROC curve represents the figure of merit for a particular strategy.
A multireader-multicase (MRMC) statistical analysis of the observer results was applied to investigate the influence of the observers and patient cases on the performances of the reconstruction strategies. A "leave-n-out" jackknife was used to generate a pseudovalue for each combination of observer, strategy, and patient. The pseudovalue Θ ijk for a given combination of observer i, strategy j, and patient k was obtained by first calculating an area a ij(k) under the LROC curve from the observer data that excluded the images for that patient. With A ij the LROC area based on the full data, Θ ijk is computed according to the formula
where N = 216 is the total number of study images and n = 36 is the number of images per patient. A three-way ANOVA was then performed on the 108 (3 observers x 4 strategies x 9 patients) pseudovalues.
D. CNPW model-observer studies
In addition to the human-observer study, we also applied a multiclass CNPW model observer. For an LROC study, the model observer [16] computes a perception measurement Z n at each lung pixel in an imagef . The rating and localization data forf are the max and arg max, respectively, over the Z n . In a background-known-exactly (BKE) task, the measurements (described by vector Z) are calculated from the 2D crosscorrelation
The shift-invariant observer template w was the projection of the mean 2D lesion profile onto a set of four square-profile channels. The image b is the mean normal background image. With hybrid images, some alternative to Eq. 2 is necessary because b is not available. Simply subtracting the normal patient image oversimplifies the detection task. On the other hand, we have seen [17] that without the background subtraction, the model observer underperforms at relatively moderate and high filtering levels compared to human observers. This is due to spill-in to the lungs from the spine and other hot structures. To counteract this, we defined a quasi-BKE task for a given patient in which b was replaced with the patient background image modified to contain only external-lung activity. This was done by first masking the lung region Ω in the unfiltered normal reconstruction and then blurring the remainder with the twopixel-FWHM Gaussian filter.
Compared to making no background subtraction, the partial subtraction reduces the influence of out-of-lung structures in the detection task, but overall, the quasi-BKE assumption handicaps the CNPW observer in ways that can be inconsistent (and nonhuman-like) between strategies [18] . However, in this work, we used the model observer to investigate the separate impacts of the data bootstrapping and the lung-density lesions on image quality from a given reconstruction strategy. For these same-strategy comparisons, the inconsistencies from the quasi-BKE assumption should be less pronounced than cross-strategy comparisons.
The CNPW template was estimated from the 108 training volumes used in the human study and then applied to the 216 test volumes. Correct localizations were assessed using the same radius r cl as in the human-observer study, and performances were evaluated in terms of empirical areas under the LROC curve. Table I gives the areas under the LROC curve from the human-observer study. The uncertainties for each individual are the fitting errors calculated by Swensson's software, while the uncertainties on the average scores account for the fitting errors and variability among readers. The notable change from Study I with these current results was the improvement in AC performance relative to the NC strategy. Unchanged from the earlier study is the primary importance of partial-volume correction for tumor detection, as the RC and AllC strategies were the best performers. More observer data needs to be collected to determine if a real performance difference exists between these two strategies. One possible cause for such a finding could be the quality of the TEW scatter estimate.
III. RESULTS
The MRMC analysis based on the pseudovalues calculated from the human-observer results produced the three-way ANOVA results shown in Table II . There was a statistically significant patient effect (α=0.05), as well as a significant patient-strategy cross-effect. No significant differences among strategies or observers were found. By contrast, the outcome of Study I demonstrated significant strategy effects, with the RC strategy by far the best performer and AC the worst. The mean pseudovalueθ * jk , calculated by averaging over observer, describes the performance of the j th strategy with the k th patient. Figure 3 below shows that, unlike Study I, no one strategy was optimal in all cases. Notwithstanding the sizeable uncertainties in some of these pseudovalues, the plot suggests there may be some advantage to a patient-specific selection of strategy. The conflicting AC results between this work and Study I led to an investigation of the separate effects that lesion self-attenuation and the parametric bootstrap could have on the quality of the hybrid images reconstructed with the four reconstruction strategies. For this, we created two additional sets of LROC images. To distinguish these from the original images read by the humans, we shall refer to the latter as set #1. Set #2 was reconstructed from background projections that were bootstrapped from the patient data. This set maintained the soft-tissue lung lesions. Set #3 modeled lung-density lesions, but was otherwise just like set #1. Figure 4 compares the AC images from these sets for two of the abnormal cases in our study. The apparent differences are slight, although additional noise is evident in the lungs for set #2. The relative quality of these three sets was assessed for the quasi-BKE task with the multiclass CNPW observer. Table III gives the empirical areas under the LROC curve. Comparison of the scores from set #1 to the average scores in Table I shows that the quasi-BKE task led to CNPW-observer performances that were lower than those of the human observers for every strategy. Qualitatively, however, there is some agreement in that the use of RC led to better model-observer performance. Table III shows that application of the Poisson bootstrap reduced the performance of all the strategies. The decrease was greatest for the NC strategy and least for the RC strategy. The presence of lung-density lesions improved the performance of all the strategies, with a fairly uniform increase across strategy. Overall, then, neither the bootstrap nor lesion self-attenuation appear to explain the different AC outcomes between Study I and the present work.
One other possible explanation for the outcomes has not yet been investigated. In some cases, the restoration of counts in the heart due to reconstructing with AC can lead to the masking of lesions near the heart. Figure 5 shows such a case from Study I. This effect is not accounted for with the current study because of the emphasis on correct lesion placement. Recall from Sec. II that the lesion placements relied on segmentations of the transmission maps that tended to underestimate the lung areas. The lesion characteristics in Figs. 2 and 5 indicate a phenomenon that may magnify the effect of this lesion masking. Although the use of AC increases the contrast recovery of the lung lesions compared to reconstructing without AC [9] , the lesions in the latter images appear hotter. In short, the non-AC images may make more efficient use of the greyscale in displaying the lesions. Future work will examine the reasons for this behavior and how it is influenced by image thresholding such as the adaptive procedure described in Sec. II-B.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
According to the results of this updated SPECT LROC study with human observers, the inclusion of AC in the iterative reconstructions did not have the significant negative impact on SPN detection that was seen in a previous LROC study. Based on a CNPW model-observer analysis, neither the more-accurate lesion-density model nor the revised imaging methodology that avoided the parametric bootstrap appeared to fully explain the conflicting results from the two studies. Lesion-masking effects, possibly amplified by strategy-dependent efficiencies in lesion display, remain as a possible explanation.
